Use FUND RESOURCES’

FUN FAIR service
and have a GREAT event!

- We loan you the booths AT NO CHARGE !
- We loan you the games AT NO CHARGE !
- Prizes are provided for the games ON CONSIGNMENT
which means you pay ONLY FOR WHAT YOU USE!
- Fun Fair is programmed to give 55% - 65% PROFIT !

Learn complete details about the Fun Fair service and profit to be earned by reading pages 2 - 4 below.

Fund Resources, Inc., Houston, TX 77087.

(713) 649-2100.

www.fundresources.net
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Have a FUN FAIR at your event
and let FUND RESOURCES make it the
most successful event ever!
Here’s how our Fun Fair program works:

BOOTHS AND GAMES LOANED TO YOUR
GROUP AT NO CHARGE!
Fund Resources provides a midway of games, booths
and prizes as a package, ready-to-go for your
organization to operate. The games and booths are
provided at no charge and the merchandise is provided
on consignment. Our “hinge” booths feature red-andwhite candy-striped canvas front and valances and
hinge booths are what we usually provide. You can
request our “canopy” booths which include tops but
there is an extra charge per booth, and most groups find
that the “hinge” booths are sufficient.

DELIVERY AND SET-UP:
Fund Resources will deliver the “Fun Fair” to your event and pick up at the end, as well as direct your people in setting up the booths
and games. The only set charge is a delivery fee ($85.00 and up) depending on how far your location is from downtown. All you
have to do is arrange for sufficient workers and a crew to help set-up and take-down the booths under Fund Resources supervision.

BIG PROFITS:
The games are programed to provide your organization with a profit of 50% or more, with most groups making

between 55% and 65% or better, as long as your workers follow the game rules provided by Fund Resources and the
correct prizes or tokens are given out..
PRIZES ON CONSIGNMENT - PAY ONLY FOR THE PRIZES YOU USE!
Fund Resources takes back all unused merchandise at the end of the event except opened bags of
Fish Pond prizes and Consolation prizes.

PRIZES IN EACH GAME or ONE CENTRAL REDEMPTION BOOTH:
We can pack the prizes so that you give out the prizes at each game booth, including first, second, third and consolation prizes, depending on
how the game is played. Or, you can use our Redemption Booth service where all prizes are maintained in one central location. Most groups
have switched to the redemption booth for several reasons:
1. With a redemption booth , players are rewarded with tokens that they
can save up to redeem for larger prizes. Kids are happier and their
parents are very pleased because the kids go home with nicer items.
2. The organization can keep good control over the prizes when they are
kept in one location.
3. When prizes are awarded in individual booths, the prizes given out in that
booth must reflect the cost to play that one game. When the kids
can save up their tokens, they can choose larger prizes, therefore,
the display in the redemption booth is very attractive. And even
though many kids leave with larger prizes, the organization still
makes it proper profit.
It is important to remember that when a child plays a game in the Fun Fair, he or she will get a prize (or token) every time, whether it is a
larger prize, or simply a consolation prize/consolation token. Parents and educators love the fact that the child gets something (even a small
prize or a low value token) every time for playing the game. However, remember that a central redemption booth may not be the best
arrangement for a group depending on group size and attendance projections so Fund Resources determines which way: prizes in games or
redemption booth.
All information shown, services offered and prices listed in this handout, on our website (or on downloads from the website) are subject to change by Fund R esources at any time. All
previous handouts or information may no longer be valid so please be sure to request the most recent publications, information and policies on using our services and equipment.
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GAMES:
The “Fun Fair” features skill-type games designed to challenge the children, give them a fun time and exciting, quality prizes. And,
you still make an excellent profit for your treasury. The number of games provided for the Fun Fair is determined by Fund Resources
and usually is between seven and twelve games, based on our experience on what will work best for your group, including event
attendance projections, availability of workers to operate the games, and length of event (3-4 hours is usually sufficient.)
A midway of “Fun Fair” games is an excellent nucleus around which to build the rest of your event but it is not intended to replace
everything you do at yoru carnival. Most organizations still have many other activities at the event. However, it is getting harder to
recruit workers to build booths, design games and purchase prizes. The “Fun Fair” eliminates all that hard work and preparation
because Fund Resources does it for you, leaving the available workers time to pursue the more profitable aspects of the event:
raffles, auctions, cake walks, donations, etc.
SEE PICTURES OF FUN FAIR GAMES below on Pages 3 and 4.

HOW WE HELP MAKE YOUR FUN FAIR RUN SMOOTHLY:
Each game comes with a Game Summary Sheet, which explains how the game is
set-up, how it is played, and which prizes or token values to give out.
We tape those summaries down to the table in the booth along with a simple
Booth Worker Instructions Sheet, which reminds your volunteers to follow
the rules so your organization makes their profit, etc.
We provide an 11' by 17' Game Sign to tape up in front of the booth.
If you are giving out prizes in the game, a separate box of prizes is packed for each
game. What is packed in each box is listed on the Game Summary.
If you are using the redemption booth, we pre-pack a Token Tray for each game
with the appropriate value tokens needed to play that game. Redemption prizes are
packed in boxes labeled from A-K with a set of master inventory sheets.
Our event manager will show your Redemption Booth team how to open the boxes
and set up an orderly display so that you can award the prizes .

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO PROVIDE?
- 4-6 workers to help set up the booths about two hours before the event starts (takes about 30 minutes.)
- 4-6 workers to help take-down the booths at the end of the event and load back in our trailer (about 20 minutes.)
- Tables for the games if needed - most games need a 6' table. We can provide these at $8.00 rent each but most
schools and churches have tables so why pay the rent, just use your own tables.
-. Workers to run the games - we suggest 2 adults per shift.
- Workers to set up the Redemption Booth display and work in the redemption booth during the event.

WHAT ARE YOUR COSTS?
- You pay for the prizes used. You take an ending inventory of the leftover prizes. The difference between what
you started with and what you end with is what you pay for. We invoice you after the event and you have seven
(7) days to pay the bill.
- Delivery fee - $85.00 inside Beltway (Sam Houston Toll Way), $95.00 further out.
(Additional mileage charge will be added f event location is more than 35 miles from downtown Houston.)

- Redemption Token Rental Fee - we charge $4.95/game using tokens to cover for loss and preparing the token
tray.
- Initial Payment: $200.00 is paid at the time you sign your agreement scheduling the Fun Fair. This initial payment
is non-refundable but will be applied COMPLETELY against the final invoice for the Fun Fair.
The Fun Fair works best for public schools; private schools with 100 ore more students; churches with large congregations; or Catholic church
festivals. Smaller groups will find our package deal services more designed for their needs. Regardless, the Fun Fair is offered subject to
availability of equipment, date and location of your event, size of sponsoring organization and reasonable attendance projections. The Fun Fair
arrangements and policies offered are subject to change at any time by Fund Resources.
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Fun Fair using HINGE BOOTHS - standard for most Fun Fairs..

Fun Fair using CANOPY BOOTHS, at an extra charge per booth.

Fun Fair using hinge booths - indoor event.
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FUN FAIR GAME SELECTION - Page 1
Every game you select for your event comes complete with all equipment necessary
to run the game (balls, pins, pucks, hoops, etc.) as well as a game summary instruction sheet.

Alley Oops

Button Game

Fish Pond

Over & Under
Ball Roll

Angry Birds
Toss Game

Ball Bingo

Can Can

Circle Race

Five Pin Bowl

Bean Bag Toss

Kool Pool

Color Ball Game

Bumper Car

Electronic Speed Ball

Marble Game
Lollipop Tree

Pan Game
One Putt Golf
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FUN FAIR GAME SELECTION - page 2

Pitch Till U Win

Plinko Game

Ring Toss or
Hoopla

7 - 11 Game

Roller Bowler

Shooting Gallery or
Cross Bow Darts

Shooting Star
Milk Can Toss

Skittle Pool

Swinger Ball
& Pin

Swing A Win
Stand It

Tic Tac Toe

Tip The Cat

A-Maze-O Game

Three Ring Circus
Ring A
Cactus
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FUN FAIR GAME SELECTION - Page 3

Treasure Chest

Three Rung
Ladder Ball Game

Shoot the Chute

Rope the Bull

Swisheroo
Frisbee Toss

Holiday Basket Toss

Washer Toss Game

Tip The Snowman

Troll Spin-O-Prize

Electronic Shooting Gallery

Every game you select for your event comes complete with all equipment necessary to run the game

Ring The North Pole

(balls, pins, pucks, hoops, etc.) as well as a game summary instruction sheet.
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FUND RESOURCES, INC.

REDEMPTION BOOTH for FUN FAIR Service

Pictures of Prize Selection
(changes each season)
The selection of prizes provided for your event will be packed from the assortment of prizes in stock at the time of
your event. The pictures below will give you an good idea of the quality and variety of our redemption booth prizes,
but are not the exact selection your group will receive at the time of your event. Fund Resources provides the point
stickers, the red tape used between categories, and loans you the plastic baskets used in making the display.

Fund Resources, Inc.

- Paul Sobieski, Steve Sobieski, Mary Ann Sobieski McShane
4550 S. Wayside Drive, Suite 100, Houston, TX 77087
Phone: 713-649-2100 or 800-327-2106 Fax: 713-649-2199
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FUND RESOURCES, INC.

REDEMPTION BOOTH for FUN FAIR Service
Pictures of Prize Selection, page 2 of 2.
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FUND RESOURCES, INC.

REDEMPTION BOOTH for FUN FAIR Service

Picture at right shows redemption
booth set-up provided by Fund
Resources. Prizes have not
been laid out yet on tables.

After prizes have been spread out
on display tables.
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In addition to our Fun Fair games, you might also consider adding these items to your event line up:

SANDY CANDY:
$1.95/tube used. on consignment
or $1.90/tube outright purchase
(Prices above include sugar)
-----------------------------------------------------

SPIN ART
Table Rental: $40.00/day
Table rental deleted if 200 or more

Card-and-frame sets are purchased.

Card-and-Frame Sets: $.95 ea.

----------------------------------------------------Comes with complete set-up including table, spin
motors and paint. Cards & Frames are extra.

SAND ART

CONFETTI EGGS
$2.45/dz.
$2.35/dz. if you buy
100 dz. or more.

$.95/bottle used
(price includes sand and bottle)

IM PORTANT NOTE: W e do not allow Sandy Candy and Sand Art at the same
event to make sure that kids do not think the sand in Sand Art is edible.

------------------- --------------------------

TICKETS and RAFFLE TICKETS:
Tickets: $3.95/roll of 2000
Raffle (Duplex) Tickets: $7.90/roll of 2000

WRIST BANDS:
$5.99/pkg. of 100 wrist bands,
or $27.95/pkg. of 500 wrist bands.

----------------------------------------------------PARTY STRING
HAIR SPRAY
$1.59/can

$1.49/can (500 - 999 cans)

$1.95/can

$1.39/can (1000+ cans)
Note: if your group uses large quantities of Party String (500 cans or more) or Confetti Eggs (500 dz. or more), we may
need to require that an initial payment be made 8 weeks before the event. (Party String & Hair Spray sold in packs of 24.)
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